
What can you do when you have so much people willing to learn...

… and only that many trainers?

#OpenSeriousGame



Our challenge:

Awaken the knowledge
transmission energy in 

each of us

#OpenSeriousGame



“It’s difficult
to start 
without
support”

“I don’t feel
being

legitimate
doing so”

“Sharing is
cumbersome”

“It’s not 
compatible 

with my job”

“I have no 
material”

You want to share, what can prevent you from doing so?



A community of open sharing promoting a framed and playful professional learning
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Discovers
#OpenSeriousGame
to learn in a fun and 
playful way with a 

community

Playful

Comes out of 
comfort zone to 

learn new things in 
groups of people 

using games

Curious

Finds and creates
new opportunities

to learn with
#OpenSeriousGame

Explorer
Discovers the 

knowledge
transmission with

#OpenSeriousGame

Co-organisator
Drives the 

acquisition of new 
knowledge of 

players in 
#OpenSeriousGame

Lead 
Organisator Open new worlds of 

exchange of 
knowledge with

#OpenSeriousGame

Creator
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The #OpenSeriousGame framework
A path to awaken the power of transmission in each of us



The values of #OpenSeriousGame
Awaken the knowledge transmission energy in each of us

Teh appetite of learning while playing rather than by sitting and 

listening

Motivated by the pleasure of  transmiting knowledge while inviting

to play a game rather than a lecture without interactions

The passion of creating games instead of static content

Enabling the a chain of learning rather than keeping the learners

captive

We recognize the value of traditional learning, but we value even more a 

playful and learning.



Reusability of any #OSG resrouce

for any kind of training purpose
Participation to #OSG are free, and 

it is advertised on game events

Promotion of new organizers in the 

creation of games

Meeting occasion between

Explorer and Organizers

Dedicate time for the training of new 

organizers during the game

Public content in each #OSG to foster

training the trainers

Directly applicable in the professional

life of attendees

Share publicly all the 

resources before each

game sesssion
Conditions

#OpenSeriousGame



It’s your turn to awaken the 
energy of knowledge
transmission in others


